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	This book is written for the students and practitioners who are looking for a single introductory Excel-based resource that covers three essential business and analytical skills—Data Analysis, Business Modeling, and Simulation of Complex Problems. The focus of the book is clearly on analysis of problems for decision making, yet detailed explanations regarding how to use Excel tools are provided. After many years of teaching and consulting, it is abundantly clear to me that for most students, a good example is worth its weight in gold. This book contains many excellent examples in each chapter, some simple and others more complex, and there is an abundance of exhibits to guide the student through the maze of steps necessary for each analysis.


	The content is quite diverse:


	• data presentation — the Feng Shui of spreadsheets, effective communication and collaboration


	• data preparation — import, scrub, manipulate data


	• data analysis — statistical methods: descriptive, inferential, and predictive, Design of Experiments


	• modeling — deterministic, probabilistic, What-if, Scenarios


	• simulation — quantifying uncertainty, Monte Carlo Simulation


	• optimization — constrained, Linear Programming, non-linear models, Goal Seek


	• Couple these features with detailed discussions of how to realistically organize and extract insight from complex problems, and I believe you have a unique educational combination in one book.
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Foundations of Fuzzy Control: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Foundations of Fuzzy Control: A Practical Approach, 2nd Edition has been significantly revised and updated, with two new chapters on Gain Scheduling Control and Neurofuzzy Modelling. It focuses on the PID (Proportional, Integral, Derivative) type controller which is the most widely used in industry and systematically analyses several...
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Digital Photography: 99 Easy Tips To Make You Look Like A Pro!McGraw-Hill, 2002
Get tips and advice for taking better pictures with your digital camera from expert photographer Ken Milburn. Discover all the cool things you can do--like  making panoramas, short movies, rapid shot sequences for Web animations, instant greeting cards (both in print and for the Web), restoring and retouching photos--and much more.      
...
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Pro WF: Windows Workflow in .NET 3.0 (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
Windows Workflow Foundation is a ground-breaking addition to the core of the .NET Framework that allows you to orchestrate human and system interactions as a series of workflows that can be easily mapped, analyzed, adjusted, and implemented.
As business problems become more complex, the need for a workflow-based solution has never been more...
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Maize: Origin, Domestication, and its Role in the Development of CultureCambridge University Press, 2013

	This book examines one of the thorniest problems of ancient American archaeology: the origins and domestication of maize. Using a variety of scientific techniques, Duccio Bonavia explores the development of maize, its adaptation to varying climates, and its fundamental role in ancient American cultures. An appendix (by Alexander Grobman)...
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Struts Fast Track: J2EE/JSP Framework: Practical Application with Database Access and Struts ExtensionBaseBeans Engineering, 2001
Learn solid practices in developing large, Struts-based web applications with MVC partitioning, database access, security, and content syndication, to name a few topics covered.
This book is not for the beginner programmer. It is recommended that you have a few years of web development and database development experience before attempting to...
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ULSI DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	A complete guide to current knowledge and future trends in ULSI devices Ultra-Large-Scale Integration (ULSI), the next generation of semiconductor devices, has become a hot topic of investigation. ULSI Devices provides electrical and electronic engineers, applied physicists, and anyone involved in IC design and process development with a...
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